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EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENT OPPORTUNITIES 
IN OUTDOOR LIGHTING 

 
 

INTRODUCTION: 
 
Outdoor lighting accounts for 3 to 4% of utilities’ total connected load according 
to Washington State University’s Electric Ideas Clearinghouse, and Seattle City 
Light.  This load is typically operating an average of 12 hours per night, or 4,380 
hours per year.  While normally operating off-peak, the relatively high load factor 
(50%) makes this end-use a good candidate for energy efficiency improvement. 
 
Widely used high pressure sodium and metal halide High Intensity Discharge 
outdoor lighting systems cause energy efficiency planners to think of this end-use 
as relatively efficient, as more efficacious lamps are not presently available.  
Nevertheless, considerable energy efficiency improvement opportunity exists in 
market segment and technology niches.  
 
This paper investigates some of those opportunities. 
 
 
MARKET SEGMENTATION: 
 
For the purpose of this paper, the outdoor lighting market is segmented into the 
following categories: 

• Street & Highway (Roadway) Lighting 
• Sign Lighting 
• Parking Lot Lighting (Including Parking Garages) 
• Building Entryway, Porch, Stairwell, & Hallway Lighting (some of this is 

not truly outdoor, but has been covered here anyway) 
 
 
IMPROVED TECHNOLOLGIES CONSIDERED: 
 
The improved technologies considered are: 

• Better Lighting Controls and Application 
• Pulse Start in Lieu of Standard Probe Start Metal Halide Lamps 
• T8 in Lieu of T12 High Output Fluorescent Lamps 
• Electronic Ballasts in Lieu of Standard Magnetic Ballasts  
• Dimming Ballasts 
• Compact Fluorescent Lamps 
•  

 
All of these technologies are either presently available, soon-to-be available, or 
could be easily developed if the market demanded them 
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DISCUSSION: 
 
Street and Highway Lighting: 
 
Roadway lighting is characterized by the pervasive cobra head type of luminaire 
(Cooper Lighting streetworks products shown.  This is the successor to the old 
Westinghouse product, which is prevalent in the PG&E system).  The image 
below left is one of a drop lens refractor type of luminaire, while the image below 
right is of a flat glass lens type, used where cutoff is preferred or light trespass is 
an issue.  These luminaires are typically of the 100, 150, 200, 250, or 400 Watt 
High Pressure Sodium type. 
 
PG&E estimates that there are 670,000 street lights illuminating streets and 
highways in the PG&E service territory, of which about 1/3 are owned and 
maintained by the company.  An additional 36,000 are owned by cities, but 
maintained by PG&E. 

Efficiency Improvement opportunities include: 
• Reduction in non-beneficial use 
• Retrofit with energy saving photocontrols 
• Retrofit with high power quality electronic ballasts 
• Retrofit with metal halide luminaires 

 
Each of these opportunities is discussed in detail below: 
 

• Reduction in non-beneficial use:  
 
Photocells typically fail in the on mode, resulting in 24 hour operation of 
the luminaire.  While the photocell failure rate is low, the energy use 
and operating cost consequences are high, with both doubling as a 
consequence of the daytime operation.  If only 1 in every 250 
streetlights in the PG&E service territory has a failed photocell and is 
operating in the daytime, the resulting on-peak demand would be 565 
kW and annual wasted energy use would be 2.47 gWh, representing a 
$56,500 demand reduction and $250,000 energy saving value. 
  
A brief one-hour walking tour of San Francisco city streets on February 
9, 2005, revealed 8 street lights which were operating during the 
daytime.  The two pictured below are within sight of the landmark 
Moscone Center.  This would suggest that the number of failed 
photocontrollers is higher than 1 out of 250 in some areas. 
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PG&E maintains a web site for reporting street light trouble 
(www.pge.com/streetlights).  A program to increase the utilization of 
this valuable resource, or a biannual census survey could be 
conducted to capture these energy savings. 
 

• Retrofit with Energy Saving Photocells: 
 

Observation indicates that there is a wide variation in the time (or light 
level) at which photocells turn outdoor lighting on and off, with many if 
not most lights turning on before necessary and off after necessary.  
The net result is that at present on and off levels, the luminaires 
contribute very little if anything to the illumination on the lighted 
surface. 
 
At least one manufacturer (Fisher Pierce) (www.fisherpierceolc.com) 
has introduced an energy saving photocell, which it claims can save up 
to 30 minutes per day of wasted burning time over standard thermal 
relay designs.  Replacement of all photocells with this or a similar 
product at the time of regular lamp maintenance could save 25.77 gWh 
annually when the retrofit project is completed. 
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These photocell products can be ordered for different turn-on 
illuminance levels (footcandles).   The present PG&E specification is 
1.5 plus or minus .2 fc.  Alternatively, 1.0 plus or minus .2 fc could be 
specified. 
 
If the distribution of production line product performance were to be 
known, it is likely that the mean is skewed to a greater value than the 
specified norm.  It is possible that work with the photocell suppliers 
could reduce the burning time for energy-efficient products by up to 1 
hour per day, potentially doubling the estimated savings.  This product 
might be a good candidate for a California Appliance Standard. 
 

  
 

 
• Retrofit with Electronic Ballasts: 

 
Electronic ballasts for High Intensity Discharge lamps are becoming 
more mature and available, although higher current and temperature 
requirements make their design more challenging than electronic 
ballasts for T8 fluorescent lamps.  Most utility grade street lights 
currently use highly durable, but relatively inefficient reactor ballasts.  
Retrofit with electronic ballasts at the time of regular lamp maintenance 
would improve lamp efficacy as well as lumen maintenance.  Since 
electronic ballasts have the capability to offer a wide range of ballast 
factors, efficiency improvement can be captured as reduced energy 
use at the same illumination level.  Electronic ballasts also offer better 
lamp lumen maintenance than standard reactor ballasts. 
 
Savings are estimated to be 15% of both demand and energy on a 
system mean lumen basis.  Assuming an average luminaire size of 200 
Watts, retrofit would yield 120 kWh per luminaire per year, or a total of 
system wide potential of 85 gWh annual energy savings. 
 
Lawrence Berkeley Lab has been doing work with the manufacturers of 
electronic ballasts for HID lamps. 
 

• Retrofit of High Pressure Sodium Lamps with Metal Halide: 
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Studies have shown as much as a 30% improvement in visual acuity 
when tasks are illuminated with higher color temperature light as 
opposed to lower.  This is evidenced by the gradually changing trend in 
automobile headlights, with incandescent lamps being replaced by 
halogen ones, and they in-turn being replaced by 4500 to 5000 degree 
xenon lamps.   
 
While further study is needed to reach general agreement in the 
lighting industry about how to value the energy saving benefits of high 
color temperature lighting with respect to maintaining the same visual 
acuity, replacement of HPS lamps with MH ones has the potential to 
reduce roadway lighting demand and energy consumption by 15 to 
30%, yielding savings similar to those noted with electronic ballasts 
above. 

 
 
Sign Lighting: 
 
Sign lighting consists principally of externally illuminated billboards, illuminated 
street and highway signs, internally illuminated box or cabinet signs, internally 
illuminated channel letter signs, and video or moving message signs. 
 
According to Scenic America (www.ewq.org/reports_content/billboards/CA.pdf), 
there are 7,908 permitted billboard structures on federal-aid highways in 
California.  The City of San Diego has limited the number of billboards there to 
1000.  Billboards are typically illuminated by T12 high output fluorescent or 
standard efficiency probe start metal halide lamps. 
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Box or cabinet signs typically uses T12 high output lamps spaced at 8 to 12 inch 
intervals, with magnetic ballasts.  Box or cabinet signs are widely used by retail 
establishments. 
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Channel letter signs consist of sheet metal enclosures in the shape of letters, 
with translucent plastic faces.  These internally illuminated signs are typically 
lighted with neon lamps and high voltage neon transformers. 
 

   
 

 
 

 
 

• Retrofit of T12 High Output Lamps (Magnetic Ballasts) 
with T8 or 5 Lamps (Electronic Ballast): 
 
Fluorescent sign lighting is used to a far less extent today than metal 
halide lighting; nevertheless, it represents a good energy efficiency 
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improvement opportunity.  As with commercial lighting, retrofitting with 
T8 or T5 lamps would result a 30% energy savings, better lumen 
maintenance, longer life, and better color rendition.  There is no 
technical reason why fluorescent sign lighting equipment could not be 
produced using T8 and 5 lamps, but at present the “market” has not 
demanded it, and the manufacturers have not produced it. 
 
Realizing the energy savings associated with this opportunity would 
take a concerted effort, working between the outdoor advertising firms 
and the luminaire manufacturers to produce and introduce more 
efficient luminaires.  The number of externally illuminated signs and 
related potential energy savings is presently being investigated.   
 

• Retrofit of Standard Efficiency Probe Start Lamps with 
Pulse Start Lamps with Electronic Ballasts: 

 
The majority of externally illuminated signs are lighted with standard 
efficiency probe start lamps with magnetic ballasts.  These could be 
retrofitted with pulse start lamps and electronic ballasts at the time of 
routine lamp replacement, yielding a 30% energy savings.  At present, 
only 2 of the 8 manufacturers of metal halide HID lamps have full lines 
of horizontal burn products, but the others are moving rapidly towards 
expanding the range of Wattage available in their products.  In addition 
to lamp, ballast and socket replacement would be necessary, but this 
could be accomplished by the production and installation of 
standardized retrofit kits. 
 
The number of externally illuminated signs and related potential energy 
savings is presently being investigated. 
 

• Illuminated Freeway Signs Operated by CALTRANS: 
 

A niche of the externally illuminated sign market is the segment of 
freeway and other illuminated signs operated by CALTRANS.  As was 
done with LED conversion of incandescent traffic signal lamps, the 
luminaires illuminating freeway signs could be addressed with a 
standardized retrofit kit incorporating the technical measures outlined 
in the two preceding bullet points.   
 
While working with any large state agency presents its challenges, 
once set in motion, a retrofit project could proceed throughout the 
entire state.  The number of freeway signs and related potential energy 
savings is presently being investigated. 
 

• Cabinet or Box Signs: 
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Cabinet or box signs use T12 high output lamps with magnetic ballasts.  
These signs could be retrofit with T8 lamps and electronic ballasts, 
except that the T8 lamps do not necessarily come in all the lengths that 
the T12 line offers, and electronic ballasts may not be rated for damp 
locations, such as the inside of a cabinet sign located out of doors.  
While sign users, who pay the electric bills, might like higher efficiency 
and lower bills, the sign makers are highly resistant to change and do 
not perceive energy efficiency as a customer need.   
 
With the proper incentives, a lucrative retrofit business could be 
developed. 
 
 

PARKING GARAGE LIGHTING: 
 
Parking garages are often equipped with lighting that operates 24/7.  Fixtures 
could be equipped with occupancy with integral daylight sensors which would 
turn off alternate fixtures, or fixtures near the periphery of the garage where 
significant daylight might be available.  Garages equipped with high pressure 
sodium or metal halide high intensity discharge fixtures would not be a good 
candidate for this retrofit, as these lamps are not suitable for turning on and off 
because of their restrike delay characteristic. 
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Building Entryway, Porch, Stairwell, & Hallway Lighting: 
 
The amount of entryway, porch, and building exterior lighting that is on during the 
daytime, or equipped with incandescent rather than more efficient CFL or HID 
lighting, is totally amazing!  A program to notify the responsible parties of 
improvement opportunities, and assure that control adjustments or replacement 
is implemented, would be highly appreciated and cost-effective. 
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CFL Replacement for the Common Incandescent Light: 

 
While Compact Fluorescent Lamps have been available for over a decade, there 
remains plenty of opportunity for a direct install program, as evidenced by this 
auto repair shop on Folsom Street in San Francisco. 
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